Rossmoor Lawn Bowling Club
Safety Tips for Lawn Bowls
At RLBC your health and safety while lawn bowling is paramount. The most typical types of
injuries that occur are from falls, over exertion or being struct by a bowl. RLBC has been
fortunate to have very few instances where medical attention was necessary. It is only through
your vigilance that our club will remain the safe place to bowl.
Healthy practices:
· Wear sun-protective clothing, use sunscreen and lip balm, wear an appropriate hat, seek
shade where possible and wear sunglasses
· Warm-up and stretching exercises before play to improve joint range of motion, promote
elasticity of tendons and ligaments and prevent muscular strain
· Cool down after play to prevent stiffness and cardiovascular complications
· Lawn bowls can aggravate existing injury, so make sure any injuries are fully rehabilitated
before you resume play; if in doubt, talk to your doctor
Good technique and practices:
·
·
·
·

Avoid playing lawn bowls in extreme weather conditions
Drink water before, during and after activity to keep hydrated
Take adequate rest between games
Fall injuries usually occur when a player either falls backwards over a bowl; steps forward
over the ditch, rather than sideways when crossing onto the green; or delivers a bowl off
balance
· Don’t kick or stop rolling bowls with your feet or hands; there are many small bones in the
feet and hands that are easily injured
· Drinking alcohol while bowling is unwise and not permitted
Use appropriate equipment:
· Use non-slip bowling mats
· Those with physical limitations should use a rolling bag to avoid carrying heavy bowls bags
· Use a bowl lifter to lift bowls for delivery to ensure participants are not continually bending
down
· A bowlers-arm can be used to alleviate hip/knee difficulties
· When selecting bowls, the correct size bowl will help to improve player technique and
prevent injury
If an injury should occur:
· Stop immediately to help prevent any further damage
· Seek first aid or prompt medical treatment for the injury
· Don’t resume playing until you are completely recovered from any injury

